
San Diego Dream
Bathroom Remodels by Martha Staab

Next time you look at your bathroom and wonder if can be transformed, start planning early 

and talk to a remodeling company that can show you their entire scope work.  Any space can 

be made new again!
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Social media platforms and magazines featuring “dream bathrooms” typically show images of remod-

els that wouldn’t fit into a standard San Diego bathroom space.  When you look up the phrase “dream 

bathroom” 9 times out of 10 you will find a soaking tub in the majority of the pictures you pull up.  A 

lot of the homes around San Diego County built bathrooms in small, and confined spaces. Today, 

large expansive areas are what are desired to open up the home, and that is what happened in this 

bathroom remodel we're featuring this month.

This retro chic bathroom had an L shaped vanity, toilet closet, and white tile tub-shower conversion. 

In many cases, homeowners may have this layout and may not know how to make this space look 

new and updated. Toilet closets may seem like a good idea in theory but, if it takes up half the space 

in your bathroom, why have it? Open the space up by demoing the wall. Walk in showers are just the 

norm now. Most people are ripping out their tubs and converting to the walk in shower. This bath-

room has a large glass enclosure where the wall to the toilet room once was. This feature makes this 

room feel large and open.

Tiled floors and shower walls are an important and focal feature in your bathroom so the selection 

can be daunting. In some cases, homeowners will pick different tiles for the floor, and the shower 

would have a different look. In this case, the flooring tile had a matte finish, and the shower had a 

glossy finish to offset the two tiles. To break up the shower wall tile, tile liners were placed, and those 

could range in a variety of colors. Tiles that complement the large shower tiles are best but if you are 

feeling daring try something bold. This liner had a little glamour and shine added to the tiny 

multi-colored tiles.  The vanity upgrade came from replacing the white vanity with white glossy 

countertops to new modern mocha cabinets and sleek white quartz countertops and a corner tower 

cabinet for extra storage.  

There is always hope to transform small enclosed bathrooms to spacious and modern luxury bath-

rooms.  Every vision is different but at the end of the day it’s your bathroom and it’s your dream. 
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